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1. Background:
Evaluation of food taste in food manufacturing still largely depends on sensory tests carried out by a panel who actually taste 

the food. The same thing can be said in the meat manufacturing. Although the tenderness used to be thought the most importai1 
element for evaluation, quality of the taste itself became more important as the demand on lean meat increasing recently
However, the data obtained present problems in terms of objectivity and repeatability due to the individual taste differences nd
health conditions of the panel, while the tests tax the panels to the point of fatigue. Against this background, development of 3 
taste sensing system capable of detecting human taste senses which is aimed at supporting the panel in new product developfflen 
and/or food manufacturing lines has been awaited.

2. Objectives: ,
Currently, electrical conduction meters are generally used for detecting salty tastes, pH meters for sour taste, an 

refractometers for sweet tastes. But it cannot be said that these meters actually measure taste. For instance, magnesium chloric 
which produces a bitter taste contributes much to electrical conduction, and sodium chloride which produces a salty taste to o' 
refractive index. Therefore, it is impossible to discuss human taste senses as a whole. r

Meanwhile the taste cell membranes in living organisms which have in the taste receptors called taste buds on the surface 0 
the tongue receive the taste substances. However, where taste substances are detected using a mechanism different from hum3 
taste receptors, chemical analysis cannot reproduce the phenomena of sense of taste such as the interaction between tas 
substances. For example, when a spoonful of sugar is added to a cup of coffee, the bitterness of the coffee is reduced, despite tn 
fact that the amount of bitter substances does not change (control effect). And when the stock of both bonito and sea tang 
soup are used together, the taste is increased remarkably, compared with when the stock is used independently (synergistic effect^ 

Therefore, we studied an artificial taste sensor which utilizes lipids, the principal components of taste receptors of hvin* 
organisms. This is the first application of such taste sensors (made by Anritsu Co.) to beef samples.

3. Methods:
3.1. Taste Sensing Mechanism of Living Organisms:

When a taste substance touches the human tongue, 
produces an electric potential charge in the taste cell membrane. Although there is no established theory on the interai 
mechanism between the taste substance and the cell membrane, one model is proposed as follows.

The surface of the taste cell is covered by the bilayer lipid membrane, and salty and sour substances are adsorbed by

is adsorbed by the microvillus of the taste cell. This adsorptj0’’
iction
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thehydrophilic radical (the part having the electric charge) of the lipid membrane surface, changing the amount of the 
charge, while bitter substances enter more deeply into the hydrophobic radical (the part without the electric charge), changing 
characteristics of the lipid membrane. Furthermore, amino acids in "umami" taste and sugar in sweet substances are adsorbed l 
their own receptor protein floating on the lipid membrane. In this way, when taste substances are adsorbed by the W 
membrane on the taste cell surface, the electric characteristics of the membrane (electric potential and impedance of 1 
membrane) change and different output signals (electric impulses) are obtained from the taste cells having differej  
characteristics (see Fig. l a ) . It is thought that the neural network of the brain calculates them (pattern recognition) 3 
discriminates the various tastes.
3.2. Imitating the Taste Sensing Mechanism:

Development of a taste sensing system which imitates the taste sensing mechanism of living organisms had been attempted 
Lipid membranes imitating living organisms were artificially composed, and taste sensing by recognizing the signal patterns lf 
lipid membranes having different characteristics was tried. An outline of this is shown in Figure lb. f6

Taste sensors were made by fixing the lipids which play an important role in taste detection, using a polymer and data A , 
obtained on the electric potential changes of the lipid membranes when the taste substances were adsorbed. At that time, m3te(0 
of taste cells with different characteristics, lipids having different response characteristics were selected as membrane materials» 
make taste sensors with different properties. Taste discrimination was carried out by recognizing the signals obtained from m 
taste sensors in the form of patterns (pattern recognition).
3.3. Output Patterns for Five Basic Tastes:

Five tastes were received by the taste cells: sour, salty, bitter, sweet and umami taste. Typical examples of these 13 
substances are: hydrogen ions for sourness, metal ions such as sodium chloride for saltness, alkaloid like caffeine for bitten1 j 
and saccharose for sweetness. The umami tastes, discovered by the Japanese, are specific to monosodium glutamate (MSG) 3 | 
sodium inosinate which are received by the taste cells to produce the tastes. So the taste sensors are required to indicate diff®r ¡c 
output patterns for these different tastes. Figure 2 shows eight response patterns of the taste sensors corresponding to five ° 
tastes.

The lipid membranes used in the taste sensors are divided into positive and negative charged membranes according t0' m  
electric charges which the hydrophilic radical of the lipid possesses. Since salty and bitter tastes are adsorbed by the hydrop*1̂  
radical, the responses are roughly classified into negative and positive charged membranes. In the case of NaCl for saltness, t 
negative charged membrane responds positively and the positive charged membrane responds negatively to almost the same e*1 j 
(shaded part of the saltness in the figure). Meanwhile, in the case of hydrochloric acid (HC1) for sourness, the positive cha 
membrane responds less, although the negative charged membrane responds more intensively. Saccharose for sweetness, 9ul%t 
for bitterness and MSG for deliciousness are adsorbed by the hydrophobic radical of the lipid and exhibit their own unique ou ” 
patterns.

Furthermore, several other substances which present tastes similar to the five basic tastes were selected and their resp ^ 
patterns were examined. When a substance has the similar taste, it exhibits a similar pattern. For example, hydrochloric 3  ̂
acetic acid and citric acid which produce a sour taste, all have similar patterns. Likewise, MSG, sodium inosinate and so3 js 
guanylate which produce a umami taste, all exhibit similar patterns, too. This indicates that the lipid membrane acti° 
common in different substances, if they produce a similar taste.
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3 <l- Sensing Mechanism of the Taste Sensor:
HCl ^  shows the specific mechanism of the electric potential changes of a negative charged membrane for a sour substance 
of the e L w  S6en T  the figure» when hydrogen ions are adsorbed by the hydrophilic radical of the membrane, the density 
Water 0n tbf  sur* ce of, the membrane changes, resulting in changes in the electric potentials of the membrane and
layer elertrio surfaces. Thus, these changes are measured as electric potential responses. In the salty substance, NaCl, a double 
yet to be H f ; nt'xh°hk• «gC ‘S uhe maln effeCt (scrfenmg effect) ■ The sensing mechanism of bitter and sweet substances have 
electric i -I"6 s“bstanc®; fitimme, is thought to enter the hydrophobic chain of the membrane, changing its surface
the screen"!6 Umam' substance> MSG> tt IS assumed that the adsorption effect of the glutamic acid itself and
tllemselveQ L h  S°dlUal ‘°?s aPPear simultaneously. The sweet substances are thought not to have electric charges
the mernhro * 15® ectn? PotentlaI of the membrane changes by changing the density of the electric charge o f the surface of
3 c J*emorane or affecting other coexisting ions.

'•i^mples and Method of Analysis:
Was c u H n ! ^ 5 °f  bhCef (Vyagyu’ domestic Holstein and imported beef) samples from sirloin were used. Each fat free sample
beef tastp ? dlCe C|jb! S/ n,d eX5 aCtcd, UI? aml" components by boiled water for several minutes. Five kinds of sensors related to
aPPlyine nrT6re ,eeCted for the evaluatl0n Thls trial was repeated three times. The sensor output values was utilized by r nng principal component analysis. 3

Results and Discussions:
te n s io n c 3 ■ sb-<i.ws ,be. reisults of principal component analysis applied to the sensor output of beef extracts X and Y 
PC2 sLw  93^ 20̂ 4 9 % respectively PC1 pnnC,pal comPonent 2 (pC2), respectively. The proportions of PCI and

> i n f h o f i l Sth?WS-ST ^  i ndenCy andr are significant differences between Wagyu beef and Holstein or imported beef 
However aX'S 'u dimension of PCI) ,  and there are no differences in between Holstein beef and imported beef.

We h thC ~“*erences between Holstein beef and imported beef was shown in Y dimension of PC2. 
clean shown that Wagyu beef can be distinguished from Holstein and imported beef, although the reasons are not yet
cofTee hP ' aPProach aSainst the evaluation of beef taste has just started, although applications of this sensors to beverage such as 

* er? *ea’ sake and mineral water were already carried out in success.

5‘ ^nclusion:
the taste3!?  w d the flrs‘ ,t0 develop a system utilizing taste sensors (made by Anritsu Co.) to beef samples, and explicated that 

ie ot Wagyu beef is distinguished from Holstein and imported beef with the use of this system
6.
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(a) Taste sensing mechanism of living organisms
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Fig. 1. Taste sensing mechanism
(b) Taste sensing system
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Fig. 3. Principal component analysis applied to 
the sensor output of beef extracts.

Fig. 2. Response patterns to five basic tastes
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